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Abstract— This letter tries to optimize the availability-aware1

service provisioning (AaSP) with failure-independent path-2

protecting pre-configured cycles (FIPP-p-cycles) in elastic optical3

networks (EONs). We propose a novel AaSP-FIPP scheme by4

leveraging bandwidth-squeezed restoration, develop a mathemat-5

ical model to analyze the service availability of the scheme, and6

design a topology partitioning method to improve its scalability.7

Index Terms— Elastic optical networks (EONs), availability-8

aware service provisioning (AaSP).9

I. INTRODUCTION10

FLEXIBLE-GRID elastic optical networks (EONs) use11

narrow-band frequency slots (FS’) to achieve high spectral12

efficiency and adaptive bandwidth allocation in the optical13

layer [1]–[4]. Previously, people have studied both path- and14

link-based protection schemes to deal with the link failures15

in EONs [5]–[9]. However, these schemes suffer from either16

long recovery latency or low resource efficiency. In this17

context, the failure-independent path-protecting pre-configured18

cycle (FIPP-p-cycle), which can integrate the advantages of19

path- and link-based protection schemes (i.e., fast restoration20

speed and high resource efficiency, respectively), has been21

put forward in [10] for realizing survivable EONs. Note22

that, in practical network operations, network survivability is23

usually quantified with service availability, which is defined24

as the ratio of service-on time to total provisioning period and25

is usually specified explicitly in the service-level agreement26

(SLA) [8]. Hence, a more practical angle to study survivable27

EONs is to consider availability-aware service provisioning28

(AaSP), i.e., to satisfy the clients’ availability requirements29

with the minimum spectrum usage.30

Perviously, people have studied how to realize AaSP in31

fixed-grid wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) networks32

in [11], and proposed effective algorithms. Nevertheless,33

because the spectrum allocation schemes in WDM networks34

and EONs are fundamentally different in a few aspects, we35

still need to revisit this problem for EONs. For instance, with36
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the flexible spectrum allocation in EONs, one can leverage 37

bandwidth-squeezed restoration to further improve the effi- 38

ciency of AaSP [9], which is not feasible in WDM networks. 39

In this letter, we study how to optimize the scheme of 40

AaSP with FIPP-p-cycle protection (AaSP-FIPP) in EONs for 41

enhanced resource efficiency. We first propose a novel AaSP- 42

FIPP scheme by incorporating bandwidth-squeezed restoration 43

[12], and develop a mathematical model to analyze the service 44

availability of the scheme. Then, to make the scheme more 45

scalable, we design a topology partitioning method. Our simu- 46

lations consider both offline planning and online provisioning, 47

and the results confirm the effectiveness of our proposal. 48

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 49

describes the principle of AaSP-FIPP in EONs. In Section III, 50

we propose the time-efficient topology partitioning algorithm. 51

The performance evaluations are discussed in Section IV. 52

Finally, Section V summarizes this paper. 53

II. AASP-FIPP IN EONS 54

We model the topology of an EON as G(V , E), where 55

V represents the set of nodes and E is the link set. A lightpath 56

request is denoted as L R(s, d, B, A, T ), where s, d ∈ V are 57

the source and destination nodes, its bandwidth requirement 58

is B Gb/s, A is the availability requirement from SLA, and T is 59

its service duration. Then, with B , we can derive the number 60

of FS’ to be allocated based on the quality-of-transmission 61

of L R’s working path [9]. Next, to satisfy A, AaSP-FIPP 62

configures one or more FIPP-p-cycles for L R if necessary. 63

Fig. 1 shows an intuitive example for AaSP-FIPP in EONs. 64

Basically, a working path can be protected by an FIPP-p-cycle, 65

if the p-cycle includes both of its end-nodes and can provide 66

a backup path that is link-disjoint with it. Meanwhile, we 67

incorporate the shared protection scheme in the FIPP-p-cycle 68

design, allowing two lightpaths to be protected by the same 69

backup FS’ allocated on a p-cycle when their working or 70

backup paths are link-disjoint. Therefore, the p-cycle 1 → 71

2 → 3 → 6 → 5 → 4 → 1 in Fig. 1(a) can protect 72

the working paths of the three requests, i.e., L R1, L R2 and 73

L R3 share the backup FS’ reserved on the p-cycle with the 74

scheme depicted in Fig. 1(b). Furthermore, we can leverage 75

the bandwidth-squeezed restoration technique to make the 76

AaSP-FIPP in EONs more resource efficient. Specifically, 77

for L R, the bandwidth allocated during restoration (i.e., 78

denoted as B ′) can be smaller than B [12], while the minimum 79

amount of backup bandwidth that is needed to recover the 80

service of L R (also derived from SLA) is assumed as Bm , i.e., 81

B ′ ∈ [Bm, B]. In such a situation, the acquired availability dur- 82

ing restoration (i.e., the availability corresponds to this specific 83

failure restoration scenario) is A′ = B ′
B [9]. For example, in 84
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Fig. 1. An example on AaSP-FIPP, (a) lightpaths and an FIPP-p-cycle to
protect them, (b) sharing of backup spectra among lightpaths, and (c) spectrum
allocations for L R1 and L R3 during the restoration for simultaneous failures.

Fig. 1(c), we can allocate 6 and 5 FS’ (including 1 guard-85

band FS) to restore the services of L R1 and L R3, respectively,86

when their working paths fail simultaneously. Consequently,87

the acquired availabilities of the lightpaths are A′
1 = 5

10 = 0.588

and A′
3 = 4

4 = 1.89

Note that, to facilitate the design of AaSP-FIPP, we need90

to analyze the service availability of each request precisely.91

Hence, we develop a theoretical model. Firstly, it is easy to92

obtain the availability of an unprotected L R as ρHw , where93

ρ is the link availability (assumed to be identical for every94

link in the EON) and Hw is its hop-count. For an L R that95

is protected by FIPP-p-cycles, we can get its availability by96

enumerating the situations in which its service is available:97

1) its working path is intact, and 2) its working path is broken98

but its backup path provided by FIPP-p-cycle(s) is available99

with sufficient bandwidth to ensure a successful recovery100

(i.e., B ′ ∈ [Bm, B]). Specifically, its availability is [13]101

AL = ρHw

{
1+Hw(1−ρ)ρHp−1

[
ρ|L| A′

0+
∑
e∈L

ρ|L|−1(1−ρ)102

×
(

1

2
A′

0 + 1

2
A′

e

)
+ 1

2
(Hw − 1)(1 − ρ)ρ|L|−1 A′

0

]}
,103

(1)104

where L denotes the set of the links on the working paths105

of other lightpaths, which share backup FS’ with L R, Hp is106

the hop-count of L R’s backup path, and A′
0 and A′

e are the107

acquired availabilities when L R is restored with full or partial108

working bandwidth, respectively. Note that, the derivation of109

Eq. (1) ignores the situations in which there are more than two110

simultaneous link failures, and this is because their probability111

is so small (e.g., in the magnitude of 10−6 if ρ = 0.99) that112

their contributions to the overall availability are negligible.113

Then, we design an AaSP-FIPP algorithm that determines114

the protection scheme of each request based on the spec-115

tral efficiency (SE) of FIPP-p-cycles, namely, AaSP-SE-FIPP,116

whose procedure is shown in Algorithm 1. Note that, in117

Line 6, the minimum number of backup FS’ Nc refers to118

the FS’ that need to be reserved specifically for L R, while119

those that can be shared with other in-service requests are120

not included. In Line 9, if no feasible p-cycle can be found,121

we still provision L R with the working path but mark it as122

availability unsatisfied.123

III. AASP-FIPP WITH TOPOLOGY PARTITIONING124

Although AaSP-SE-FIPP can improve the spectral efficiency125

of FIPP-p-cycle protection, its time complexity is relatively126

Algorithm 1: Spectral Efficiency Based AaSP-FIPP
(AaSP-SE-FIPP)

1 precalculate C as a set of candidate FIPP-p-cycles in the EON;
2 For each L R(s, d, B, A, T ) do
3 obtain the working path Pw of L R as the shortest available one;
4 if A cannot be satisfied with Pw then
5 For each candidate p-cycle c ∈ C that can protect Pw do
6 calculate Nc as the minimum number of FS’ to be reserved

on c for L R to satisfy A while the availabilities of all the
other in-service requests are still satisfactory;

7 set the spectral efficiency of c as SE(c) = B
Nc ·hops(c) ;

8 End
9 select p-cycle c∗ = argmin[SE(c)];

10 assign Nc∗ FS’ on c∗ to protect Pw;
11 end
12 End

high. This is because Algorithm 1 needs to check all the avail- 127

able FS’ on all the feasible FIPP-p-cycles to determine L R’s 128

protection scheme. In other words, the complexity of the for- 129

loop that covers Lines 5–8 is O(F ·|C|), where F represents the 130

total number of FS’ that a link can accommodate. However, in 131

a relatively large EON topology, |C| can easily be thousands 132

or more. Hence, we try to leverage the topology partitioning, 133

which is to divide the topology into a few protection domains 134

and apply AaSP-SE-FIPP to each of them, to improve the 135

time-efficiency of AaSP-FIPP. 136

Fig. 2 shows an example for AaSP-FIPP with topology 137

partitioning. Here, we calculate the availability of an L R 138

that traverses multiple domains by considering both intra- 139

and inter-domain cases, i.e., link failures happen in single or 140

multiple domains. While the availability associated with the 141

intra-domain case can be obtained with Eq. (1), we analyze 142

the availability of the inter-domain case by considering the two 143

scenarios in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Here, we still only consider 144

the situations with two or less simultaneous link failures. 145

Fig. 2(a) shows the scenario in which dual failures happen 146

on L R’s working path, which is restored with the p-cycles in 147

two domains independently. The scenario in Fig. 2(b) is more 148

complicated as it involves a failure on the common link of two 149

domains, and thus the domains need to work cooperatively to 150

determine the backup path segments (i.e., 1 → 5 → 4 and 151

4 → 8 → 7). Then, the availability of the inter-domain case is 152

AI = (1 − ρ)2ρ

( |D|∑
k=1

|Lw
k |

)
153

×

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

∑
e1∈L

w
i

∑
e2∈L

w
j ,i �= j

ρ

(
|Lp

i |+|Lp
j |−|Lw

i |−|Lw
j |

)
154

+
∑

e1∈L
w
i

∑
e2∈

(
L

p
i

⋂
L

p
j

) ρ

(
|Lp,∗

i |+|Lp,∗
j |−|Lw

i |−|Lw
j |

)
⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭, (2) 155

where D is the set of domains in the EON, L
w
i and L

p
i are the 156

sets of links in domain Di ∈ D, which are on L R’s working 157

and backup paths, respectively, and L
p,∗
i denotes the set of 158

links on the backup path determined by the scenario shown in 159
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Fig. 2. Examples on AaSP-FIPP with topology partitioning that can restore
dual failures on (a) the working path, and (b) the working path and a common
link of two domains.

Fig. 2(b). Finally, we obtain the overall availability of L R as160

AL = ρ

( |D|∑
i=1

|Lw
i |

)
+

|D|∑
i=1

(AL ,i −ρ|Lw
i |)ρ

( |D|∑
j=1

|Lw
j |−|Lw

i |
)
+ AI ,161

(3)162

where AL ,i is to the intra-domain availability in domain Di .163

Apparently, how to partition the EON topology can be164

critical for AaSP-FIPP, which has not been explored in [13].165

We first propose a cyclic partition (CP) algorithm, which tries166

to divide the EON topology into several cyclic-type domains167

with nodes at center. The rationale behind CP is that with168

more cyclic elements in a topology, we can configure more169

FIPP-p-cycles in it and thus AaSP-FIPP has more flexibility170

to improve the spectral efficiency of protection.171

Algorithm 2 shows the procedure of CP. The while-loop172

that covers Lines 2–21 divides the topology into several173

cyclic-type domains. Line 3 selects a node v ∈ V with the174

highest node degree as the center of a domain since this175

can potentially include more nodes in the cyclic-type domain.176

Then, Lines 4–14 find all the adjacent nodes of v and connect177

them sequentially with shortest paths, to form a path P . Next,178

we use Lines 15-16 to check whether a cyclic-type domain179

can be formed. Specifically, we try to find a new shorter180

path P ′ to connect the end-nodes of P , and if P ′ exists and the181

number of nodes in P ′ ⋃ P plus 1 (node v) does not exceed χ182

(restriction on the size of each domain as defined in Line 1), a183

new cyclic-type domain Di can be formed in Line 17. When184

all the feasible cyclic-type domains have been formed, either185

we have an empty set V or all the remaining nodes in V have186

been checked. Then, if V �= ∅, Lines 22-25 form the rest of187

the non-cyclic domains.188

Fig. 3 shows an example of CP. We first select v as Node 3189

and obtain its adjacent node set V1 = {2, 4, 6}. Assume Node 2190

is selected as the first u, we calculate paths 2 → 6 and191

6 → 7 → 4 in sequence to form P as 2 → 6 → 7 → 4192

according to Lines 8–14 of Algorithm 2. Then, as the end-193

nodes of P (i.e., Nodes 2 and 4) can be connected with a new194

shorter path 2→1→4, we can obtain a cyclic-type domain as195

Domain I in Fig. 3. Next, we repeat the same procedure with196

Node 9 to get Domain II. Finally, since no more cyclic-type197

domains can be formed, we calculate C
′ containing cycles198

6-7-11-10 and 10-11-13-12 and merge them to form199

Domain III.200

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION201

The performance of the proposed AaSP-FIPP algorithm202

(denoted as AaSP-CP-FIPP) are evaluated with simulations203

using the US Backbone topology in [8]. We assume that204

each fiber link accommodates F = 358 FS’, each of205

Algorithm 2: Cyclic Partition (CP)

1 set χ as the maximum number of nodes allowed in each domain,
i = 1;

2 while (V �= ∅) OR (there are non-selected nodes in V ) do
3 select a non-selected node v ∈ V with the highest node degree;
4 mark v as selected;
5 add all the adjacent nodes of v into Vi ;
6 P = ∅;
7 select a node u ∈ Vi randomly;
8 while |Vi | > 1 do
9 find the shortest paths from u to all the other nodes in Vi ;

10 get u′ as the node whose shortest path to u is the shortest;
11 add the shortest path from u to u′ into path P;
12 remove node u from Vi ;
13 u = u′;
14 end
15 try to find a new path P ′ to connect end-nodes of P;
16 if (P ′ �= ∅) AND (

∣∣P ′∣∣ < |P|) AND (
∣∣P ′ ⋃ P

∣∣ + 1 ≤ χ) then
17 form domain Di with nodes in P ′ ⋃ P and v;
18 remove nodes in domain Di from V ;
19 i = i + 1;
20 end
21 end
22 if V �= ∅ then
23 calculate C

′ as the set of smallest cycles that each contains at
least one unallocated node or link;

24 merge the cycles in C
′ as much as possible under the constraint

of χ to form the rest of domains;
25 end

Fig. 3. An example of cyclic partition.

which occupies a bandwidth of 12.5 GHz [14]. The avail- 206

ability of each link is set as ρ = 0.992 [8], [11]. The 207

lightpath requests are generated with bandwidth require- 208

ments evenly distributed within [25, 250] GHz, availability 209

requirements evenly distributed within [0.970, 0.999], and 210

their minimum restoration ratios (i.e., Bm
B ) are randomly 211

selected within [0.5, 0.9]. Regarding the baseline algorithms 212

for performance comparisons, we use the PE-FIPP algorithm 213

in [10], the AaSP-TP-FIPP algorithm in [13] and the dedicated 214

path protection based AaSP algorithm (AaSP-DPP, which 215

applies the AaSP principle in Section II but configures pro- 216

tection resources according to DPP). 217

We first consider the offline planning in which all 218

the requests are known and served simultaneously. For 219

AaSP-CP-FIPP, we investigate the trade off in the number of 220

partitioned domains by restricting the maximum number of 221

nodes in each domain to be 5, 7 and 12, resulting in the par- 222

titioning results containing 13, 7 and 5 domains respectively. 223

Fig. 4(a) shows the results on spectrum utilization, which indi- 224

cate that AaSP-CP-FIPP can improve the spectral efficiency of 225

the service provisioning effectively compared with the baseline 226

algorithms. Meanwhile, we observe that the performance from 227
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Fig. 4. Results on (a) spectrum utilization and (b) running time from offline
network planning.

TABLE I

RESULTS ON AVAILABILITY SATISFACTION RATIO (%)

AaSP-CP-FIPP improves with the number of partitioned228

domains. This is because by partitioning the topology into229

more but smaller domains, we can avoid configuring relatively230

long backup paths and make the FIPP-p-cycle more flexible,231

i.e., being able to design the protection structures within232

each small domain independently based on the actual service233

availability requirements from requests. Table I summarizes234

the results on average availability satisfaction ratio when the235

number of requests is 200. Consistently with the observations236

from the results in Fig. 4(a), AaSP-CP-FIPP can significantly237

improve the percentage of L Rs whose availability require-238

ments get satisfied with FIPP-p-cycle protection, especially239

when more domains are obtained. On the other hand, we240

should notice that having more partitioned domains also241

increases the cost of transponder usage as we need to reserve242

an additional transponder on each FIPP-p-cycle configured243

for a lightpath. Specifically, simulation results indicate that244

the average numbers of FIPP-p-cycles configured for each245

lightpath are 6.9, 3.7 and 2.1 when we obtain 13, 7 and246

5 domains respectively. Therefore, network designers should247

carefully address these trade-offs according to their perfor-248

mance targets and budgets. Fig. 4(b) shows the results on the249

running time of the algorithms, confirming that the proposed250

topology partitioning mechanisms reduce the time-complexity251

effectively. The running time from AaSP-SE-FIPP decreases252

with the number of requests due to the fact that fewer253

FS-blocks need to be inspected for each request when the254

network gets more saturated.255

We then simulate the scenario of online provisioning.256

Specifically, the dynamic lightpath requests are generated257

according to the Poisson traffic model, and we assume that258

they can come and leave on-the-fly. Here, we only com-259

pare AaSP-DPP, AaSP-TP-FIPP and AaSP-CP-FIPP, since260

the results of offline planning have already shown that261

AaSP-SE-FIPP and PE-FIPP perform significantly worse than262

AaSP-CP-FIPP. Table I presents the results on availability263

satisfaction ratio from online simulations when the traffic load264

is 330 Erlangs. It is interesting to notice that the availability265

satisfaction ratio from AaSP-DPP drops sharply to only 80.5%266

while the performance of the other algorithms maintain rela-267

tively stable. The rationale behind this can be explained by the268

results on blocking probability in Table II, where we can see269

TABLE II

RESULTS ON REQUEST BLOCKING PROBABILITY (%)

that AaSP-DPP rejects ∼ 25% requests at the highest traffic 270

load. This implies that AaSP-DPP has exhausted the spectra in 271

the EON, making it difficult to find sufficient spectra for satis- 272

fying the availability requirements from future requests. Again, 273

AaSP-CP-FIPP-13 performs the best among all the algorithms. 274

V. CONCLUSION 275

This letter studied how to optimize the scheme of AaSP- 276

FIPP in EONs for enhanced resource efficiency. We proposed 277

a novel AaSP-FIPP scheme by leveraging bandwidth-squeezed 278

restoration, and designed and analyzed a topology partitioning 279

method to make the scheme more scalable. 280
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